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Date: April 29, 2022 

Prepared By: Joseph J. García 

Witness: Royce Binns, Executive Director of Transportation, Albuquerque 

Public Schools; Antonio Ortiz, Director of Capital Outlay, Public Education 

Department 

 

Hearing Brief 

Student Transportation Safety 

 
The Safest Way to Travel on New Mexico Roads 

 

Key Takeaways 
 

According to the NHTSA, school 

buses are the safest form of 

school transportation with school 

bus accident fatalities being 

exceedingly rare. The NHTSA 

survey of bus drivers found seat 

belt use contributed to calmer 

and less distracted drivers and 

less movement by students. 
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The design of school buses 

makes them substantially safer 

than passenger vehicles for 

avoiding crashes and preventing 

injury. This has led to a decrease 

in fatalities even though there 

has been a slight upward trend in 

school bus related crashes. 
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In May 2018, the NHTSA 

recommended that states pass 

legislation requiring all new large 

school buses be equipped with 

seat belts. 
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An unofficial estimate from news 

reports and police data from 10 

major cities, found at least 50 

people die in these ten cities 

each year from street racing. 
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Students are about 70 times more 

likely to get to school safely if they 

take a school bus instead of 

traveling by car.  
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School Bus Policy and Enforcement of Requirements 
 

 

Proper Use of Seat Belts on School Buses 
 

There are two types of school 

bus seatbelts: the 2-point lap 

belt used from origin of belt to 

buckle closure, and the 3-point 

lap/shoulder belt latched from 

origin covering lap and shoulder. 

The 3-point seat belt is standard 

in most passenger vehicles. 

 

 

Air Conditioning is Safety 
 

According to PED, in the last three 

years all new school bus requests 

include funding for air 

conditioning, whether school 

district or contractor owned. Las 

Cruces Public Schools (LCPS) is 

one of the latest districts to get 

new, air-conditioned buses.  

 

According to LCPS, making a 

commitment to safety includes 

three air-conditioning units per 

bus, radio and built-in intercom 

systems, and three to four 

cameras to monitor drivers and 

passengers.  
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Enforcement of Seat Belt Use 
 

 
Illegal Passing and Racing during School Hours 
 

Sixty percent of drivers noted an 

improvement in student behavior 

when traveling in buses with seat 

belts. Drivers noted a reduction in 

the distracting “popcorn effect,” 

ongoing student movement when 

seat belts are not used.  
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Recommendations 
 

 

 

 


